KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION
OIL & GAS CONSERVATION DIVISION
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DRILL

Must be approved by KCC two (2) days prior to commencing.

Operator: Alon Vondel Drilling, Inc.

Water Well: W. A. S.

KCC Docket No: 11-5-05

Expected Spud Date: 11-25-2005

City/State/Zip: Russell, Kansas 67665

Contact Person: Alon Vondel

Phone: (785) 483-5466

X:\W:\\3-12-214-162-3211\AB\VONDEL-ALON\11-5-05\11-5-05.doc
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IN ALL CASES PLOT THE INTENDED WELL ON THE PLAT BELOW

Full of acreage attributable to oil well in a pipeline or spaced field

If the intended well is in a spaced field, please fully complete this side of the form. If the intention well is in a pipeline or spaced field, complete the plat below showing that the well will be drilled in accordance to the requirements of the same source of supply. Please show all wells not within 1 mile in the boundaries of the proposed acreage allocation unit for gas wells and within 1/2 mile of the boundaries of the proposed acreage allocation unit for oil wells.

API No. 15
Operator: Jon Vanflekte
Lessee: Rossinger
Well number: 14-14
Field: Russell
Number of Acreage attributable to well: C
QTR. / QTR. / QTR. of acreage: NW

Location of Well
County
Sec. 1
Twp. 14
S. R. 16
W. Line of Section
E. Line of Section

Plat
(Show location of any well and shade attributable acreage for preferred or spaced wells.)
(Show location to the nearest lease or unit boundary line.)

NOTE: All wells locate the spots of the proposed drilling locations.

Platting the proposed location of the well, you must show:
1. The number at which you are using the depth plan by identifying section lines, i.e. 1 section, 1 section with 8 surrounding sections.
2. The distance of the proposed drilling location from the nearest south and west.
3. The distance in the nearest line or unit boundary line.
4. If the proposed well is located within a pipeline or spaced field all coordinates of acreage attribution must be affected (CD-7 for oil wells; CD-8 for gas wells).